
 
 

 

7 May 2021 

CEO Message to Chasa Board and Members re High Level Panel Report – 7 May 2021 

 

The release of the report by Minister Creecy last Sunday, 2 May at a function in Pretoria was attended by a 

number of stakeholder guests, myself included. Present too, were a few of our alliance colleagues who were 

actually panellists for this process. Alarmingly, they were as much in the dark on what the final report contained 

as the rest of us as, since mid-December 2020, the final report has been worked on by a much smaller “drafting 

team” of select panellists, and this team never again reverted back to the full panel regarding the final output 

(more, I am sure, will come of this in the process going forward) 

 

The presentation by panel Chairlady, Pam Yako and the follow-up speech by Minister Creecy, certainly excited 

a number of anti-use organisations and individuals, and also, predictably, some of those stakeholders who have 

pro-use mandates but apply these selectively and with some degree of hypocrisy and superiority. From these 

was a rush to welcome the report, congratulate the Minister and department and laud the panel. The Minister’s 

specific “pro-hunting” statement was among the issues welcomed by the “selective pro-users”, but they failed 

to see the pitfall caveat, being “authentic hunting” as well as her reference to essentially euthanising all captive 

lions, and “re-wilding” all captive (safe) rhino. All representatives who truly support broad-based sustainable-

use, however, have recognised not just these profound intentions. We know it would be very premature to make 

any meaningful statements, with true integrity, until we have been able to fully explore the full 582 page text of 

the report, and this to be also understood in the context of all existing legislation, national and provincial, as 

well as in terms of the existing policy. This policy included the National Biodiversity Economy Strategy (NBES) 

and its incorporation into the Operation Phakisa program as announced by President Ramaphosa in 

Thohoyandou in September 2018. 

 

Chasa will, together with our alliance partners (particularly in the recently formed Sustainable Use Coalition 

Southern Africa – SUCo-SA) not just report thoroughly when the initial study of these factors is done, but will 

continue to remain fully engaged at all levels and in all processes relating to policy formulation, alteration and 

implementation. 

 



 
 

 

Of early observation and major concern is the report’s totally naïve and conflicted split decisions on the matter 

of private ownership of lions and rhino. All logic has failed when the very essence which has restored all other 

mega-fauna numbers in South Africa, private investment and enterprise, is clearly not being allowed to benefit 

two specific species on purely emotive-driven, anti-use dogma from organisations who save nothing, but do 

solicit massive donor funding from gullible public. They WILL turn their sights onto the next thing to maintain 

their relevance, until even the ordinary meat hunter will be the last domino. Further, we are aware of seriously 

concerning procedural and composition problems resulting in substantial abuse and conflict of interest within 

the panel itself. This too, will come under our spotlight shortly, and be reported upon in due course. 

 

Finally, whatever this report may lead to will be an incredibly long, complex process (possibly 3 to 5 years or 

more). The report is just one aspect of ongoing policy tweaking and formulation processes, which, as the 

Minister herself rightly pointed out when speaking of the stakeholder engagements to come, is how legislation 

is formulated in a democracy. Chasa works together with alliance partners of integrity and resolve. We have 

been at the rockface of policy engagements, and will remain there. 

 

 

________________  

Stephen Palos - CEO 


